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Abstract—A fundamental building block for supporting better
utilization of radio spectrum involves predicting the impact that
an emitter will have at different geographic locations. To this
end, fixed sensors can be deployed to spatially sample the RF
environment over an area of interest, with interpolation methods
used to infer received power at locations between sensors. This
paper describes a radio map interpolation method that exploits
the known properties of most path loss models, with the aim of
minimizing the RMS errors in predicted dB-power. We show
that the results come very close to those for ideal Simple
Kriging. Moreover, the method is simpler in terms of real-time
computation by the network and it requires no knowledge of
the spatial correlation of shadow fading. Our analysis of the
method is general, but we exemplify it for a specific network
geometry, comprising a grid-like pattern of sensors. We also
provide comparisons to other widely used interpolation methods.
Keywords—Radio map, interpolation, path loss, sensors, Simple
Kriging, inverse distance weighting
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several hurdles facing the vision of open and dy-
namic sharing of spectrum [1]. Perhaps the foremost challenge
is the need to create a database of geographical radio maps
with information such as location, frequency, and perceived
radio power levels [2], [3]. To build such a detailed radio
map, radio power from emitters can be measured using a
distributed collection of spectrum sensors that span a region
of interest. The set of sensor measurements can be processed
at a logically central database and interpolated over the large
area to build the radio map. The use of radio maps can be
extended to applications such as spectrum usage policing,
network planning and deployment, and informing spectrum
marketplaces.
In this paper, we examine the problem of constructing a
radio map that contains estimates of the RF received power
in a specified frequency band over a network’s coverage area.
As a starting point for our analysis, we assume that there is a
single emitter, and all sensors scan the same frequency band,
where each of the sensors measures and reports the power
received from the emitter. We initially assume, moreover, that
the emitter location is known. The position of an emitter can
be determined, for example, using any of the numerous emitter
localization methods that are common practice [4]–[6]. By
studying this case in depth, we will uncover results that permit
the cases of unknown emitter location and multiple emitters to
be treated as well.
We begin the paper in Section II by briefly summarizing the
relevant literature. In Section III, we describe the propagation
model associated with typical outdoor wireless environments,
and show how it suggests a possible approach to optimal
interpolation, which we call the Stochastic Method (SM). In
Section IV, we derive the root-mean square (RMS) interpo-
lation error for SM under ideal circumstances (we call this
case SM-0) and then show it to be equivalent to a basic
form of Kriging, which is referred to as Simple Kriging [7].
Since SM-0 requires knowledge that might not be available
in practice, we then discuss two approaches for reducing
SM to practice: SM-1, which is possible but requires special
knowledge of the propagation environment and considerable
real-time calculation; and SM-2 which requires neither. In
Section V, we quantify the RMS errors for a particular sensor
network geometry, showing that SM-1 and SM-2 are very close
to each other in performance and only slightly less accurate
than the ideal SM-0. We also compare these algorithms with
other traditional interpolation methods, and show that SM-2
gives the best tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity. We
summarize our findings and their extensions in Section VI,
and conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Spectrum mapping or spectrum cartography has been ap-
plied to different aspects of wireless networks, ranging from
estimating radio coverage to wireless network planning [8],
mesh/multi-hop networks [9], radio tomographic imaging [10],
cognitive radio networks [11]–[13], and LTE carrier aggrega-
tion [14]. A related application of spectrum mapping involves
the need to detect anomalous emitters and to quantify their
impact on radio power levels across a geographic area. As
such, there are many different areas of related work, including
spectrum scanning, signal detection in complex radio envi-
ronments, and multi-dimensional interpolation. In the area of
spectrum scanning, recent work such as [15], explore schedul-
ing a spectrum sensor’s time-frequency scanning across a large
swath of bandwidth in hopes of detecting an anomalous signal.
The problem of detecting signals in a variety of fading envi-
ronments (including Rayleigh, Rican and Nakagami channels)
was explored in [16]. To combat the uncertainties caused by
fading channels in performing signal detection and to support
the estimation of a emitter’s impact spatially, it is desirable
to use multiple sensors cooperatively. For example, in [17],
the authors examine an approach that leverages measurements
across an area to decide whether the signal pattern across
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the region suggests the presence of an anomalous signal,
while [18] explores collaborative detection of primary user TV
signals in dynamic spectrum access (DSA).
Over the past few decades, radio path loss prediction has
been studied using a variety of methods, such as theoretical
models, stochastic fading models, interpolation/mapping meth-
ods, measurement based/correlated models, and geostatistical
models [19]. Basic path loss and stochastic fading models
assume prior knowledge and can perform well in specific
circumstances. However, they are costly in terms of the
time and data acquisition needed to tune them accurately to
address other cases [20]. On the other hand, measurement-
based models like interpolation and geostatistical methods use
measurements from active sensor nodes to estimate physical
parameters for given circumstances. In our study, we introduce
a practical version of this approach to radio mapping that
involves local estimation of path loss parameters to ultimately
arrive at better radio map interpolation.
In previous work, global interpolation techniques - Krig-
ing and thin-plate splines - have been studied for spectrum
cartography. Under these techniques, measurements from the
entire set of sensors are collected and processed at a central
location. Kriging is a reliable approach based on the best
linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) [7]. Its variants, such as
Kriged Kalman filter (universal Kriging) [21], and ordinary
Kriging [12], [22] have been widely studied. But these assume
first- and second-order stationarity of the spatial data, which
is not generally applicable in realistic environments. The use
of thin-plate splines, on the other hand, is based on radial
basis functions and does not make any channel assumptions.
While this approach performs well, even in the absence of
precise frequency and bandwidth information, unfortunately
the computational complexity increases enormously with the
number of sensors and basis functions [13], [22]–[24].
In contrast, local spatial interpolation techniques consider
only those sensors and their measurements that neighbor the
location of interest, and therefore deal well with local changes
or variations in the environment, as well as with directional
antennas used at emitters. Amongst the local interpolation
techniques, Nearest Neighbor (NN), linear interpolation, and
Natural Neighbor (NaN) are simple to implement. Unfortu-
nately, while simple to implement, these methods may not be
suitable when the characteristics underlying the data changes
quickly between nodes or because sensors are often only
sparsely positioned [25], [26]. Inverse Distance Weighting
(IDW), which is a close relative to the approach we present in
this paper, offers a simple and effective form of local spatial
interpolation [14], [27], but does not involve local path loss
parameter estimation.
III. RADIO MAPPING APPROACH
The mapping approach described here exploits the mathe-
matical structure of most terrestrial path loss models, which
are based on numerous measurement and modeling campaigns
over many years. To be specific, the majority of path loss
models published for outdoor environments are of the form
PL(d) = B + Γlog(d/dr) + S, where B and Γ are constants
that depend on frequency, antenna heights and gains, and
terrain details; S is the statistical variation of path loss about
[B + Γlog(d/dr)] over all Tx-Rx separations of distance d.
Here, dr is a reference distance, which we will assume, for
convenience only, to be 1 m. Path loss models having this
form can be found, for example, in [19], [20], [28]–[31]. It is
customary to regard [B+Γlog(d/dr)] as the median path loss
for distance d, and S as shadow fading, typically modeled as
a zero-mean Gaussian random process over the environment.
Finally, the received power at a given point on the terrain can
be written as, Pr = Pt + PL(d), which is the quantity to be
mapped. Here, Pr corresponds to receive power, and Pt is the
transmit power. Invoking the generic path loss form assumed
here, Pr is
Pr = A+ Γ log(d/dr) + S, (1)
where A = Pt +B.
The constants A and Γ are context-specific in that they
depend on the transmitted power and the terrain features over
the areas to be mapped. In an environment filled with sensors,
they can be computed by the network for any small (local)
area by measuring received power at n nearby sensors and
performing least-squares estimation (LSE) or other forms of
estimation [32], [33]1. With A and Γ thus quantified, the
median received power
Pm = A+ Γ log(d/dr). (2)
can then be computed for any given point within the local area,
and thus only S needs to be further estimated at that location
of interest. This can be achieved by measuring S at each of
the n nearby sensors (i.e., by subtracting the median at the
sensor from the measured power) and then forming an n-fold
weighted sum of the resulting S-estimates. This is the essence
of our approach, which we describe in detail in later sections,
and can be applied to any and all points within the coverage
area to create the radio map.
For finite n, the estimates of A and Γ will be imperfect due
to the corrupting effects of the random shadow fading, with
the estimates tending to improve as n increases. We require
that n > 2 in all cases and later in this paper will examine a
specific scenario wherein n = 4. We will also propose a simple
weighting scheme for estimating S at a given point (which
yields a powerful variant of inverse distance weighting, IDW)
that does not require knowing the spatial statistics of shadow
fading; and we will see that, in terms of RF power estimation
accuracy, the results are close to a best-case bound, which we
will derive.
IV. THE STOCHASTIC METHOD
In this section, we present the heart of our approach to
performing the underlying interpolations associated with es-
timating received power. We start by first providing a quick
background discussion regarding the spatial characteristics of
1Throughout this paper we shall explore the use of least-squares estimation,
due to its combination of simplicity and good performance, but note that our
methodology can apply equally well to other approaches, such as maximum-
likelihood estimation.
shadow fading, then move to presenting the idealized form of
our interpolation approach, which includes analyzing the first
and second moments of shadow fading at an arbitrary point.
A. Spatial Correlation of Shadow Fading
The interpolation approach that we will describe will in-
volve: (i) using in-field measurements to estimate the ‘de-
terministic’ part of Pr at a given point; and (ii) focus on
estimating the ‘random’ part, S, at the point of interest.
One can envision the shadow fading component as a two-
dimensional stochastic process over the terrain, where S at any
point is a Gaussian random variable of zero mean and standard
deviation σ; and the relationship between S-values at any
two points i and j can be characterized by an autocorrelation
function,
< SiSj >= cij , (3)
where < X > denotes the expected value of X . The optimal
way to estimate S at a location between measurement points
(sensors) is to know and exploit the correlation properties of S
over the terrain, and hence we call this the stochastic method
(SM).
A popular formulation for cij that is simple to use and
supported by data in the literature [34], is the decaying
exponential,
cij = σ
2 exp
(
−dij
Xc
)
, (4)
where dij is the physical distance between points i and j, and
Xc is the so-called correlation distance of shadow fading on
the terrain. The value of this parameter depends on the type of
terrain, and empirical results have been reported for different
environments [9], [35], [36].
In our computations of RMS interpolation error, we will
invoke the above correlation coefficient as well as others,
showing that the precise shape of the function is not a first-
order concern in the underlying problem.
B. The Ideal Case: SM-0
Assume that Pr is to be estimated at a given point on
the terrain (labeled as point 0), which is surrounded by n
measuring sensors (n > 2). The parameters A and Γ are
estimated from the n measurements of received power, and
will be imperfect estimates due to the S-values, which act
like additive noise. To obtain a theoretical best-case accuracy,
however, we assume at first that these estimates are perfect.
Therefore, the median value of Pr at point 0 is exact, and the
network need only predict S0 (S at point 0). To quantify the
minimal RMS error in this prediction, we use the mathematics
of multivariate Gaussian distributions: Assuming that S1, .., Sn
are measured precisely at the sensors, S0 is modeled as
[S0|S1, .., Sn] ' µ0 + σ0u, (5)
where µ0 is the mean of S0 conditioned on S1, .., Sn and
is a weighted sum over these S-values; u is a zero-mean,
unit-variance Gaussian random variate; and σ0 is the standard
deviation of the variation about the mean. We will show that
the weights over the n S-values can be determined if its
correlation is known. Thus, in the ideal case, the expected
value of S0 can be known, in addition to the median of Pr.
This leaves only σ0u as the unknowable component of Pr.
Thus, σ0 is the irreducible RMS error in interpolating Pr from
the sensor measurements.
It is worth noting that the above approach is equivalent to
a basic form of Kriging, which is often referred to as Simple
Kriging [37]. We show in Section A of the Appendix that the
minimum RMS error is equivalent to the RMS error obtained
from Simple Kriging, where the bias term is precisely known.
C. Determining µ0 and σ0
For the ideal case, SM-0, the environmental parameters A,
Γ, and shadow fading values at n sensors are perfectly known.
Thus, Pr,0 at point 0 is given as
Pr,0 = A+ Γ log(d0/dr) + [µ0 + σ0u], (6)
where d0 is the distance from point 0 to the emitter, and the
bracketed term corresponds to the shadow fading component,
(5).
Under the ideal conditions assumed, we can determine µ0
and σ0 exactly, since S = [S1, · · · , Sn] is an n-fold set of
zero-mean Gaussian variates of known correlation matrix. The
joint probability density function (pdf) of this set is [38]
fS(s) = ((2pi)
n|Cn|)−1/2 exp
(
−1
2
(STCnS)
)
(7)
where Cn is n× n correlation matrix of S with determinant
|Cn| and each of its elements is computed by (3). Thus, from
multivariate Gaussian statistics [39], [S0|S] has mean µ0 and
standard deviation σ0 given by
µ0 = (c
T
0C
−1
n )S,
σ20 = σ
2 − cT0C−1n c0,
(8)
respectively, where c0 is the n × 1 cross-correlation vector
of S0 with S, where the j-th element is given as c0(j) =<
S0Sj >. From (8), we see that µ0 is a weighted sum over
the S-values at the n sensors, µ0 = W TS, where the weight
vector is
W = (cT0C
−1
n )
T . (9)
Table I lists notations which we have used here and in the
rest of the paper.
V. REDUCING THE STOCHASTIC METHOD TO PRACTICE
Examining the SM-0 approach suggests several ways to
reduce the processing to practice. This is important because:
(i) in reality, the median power cannot be known precisely; (ii)
it is very difficult to determine the correlations cij and, thus,
the correlation matrices Cn and c0; and (iii) even if it can be
done, the real-time computation needed to obtain the weights
for estimating µ0 can be quite high, especially as n increases.
In this section, we present and analyze a more realizable
approach, SM-1, which addresses the first concern about the
median power; and following that, we present SM-2, which is
slightly less ideal than SM-1 but addresses all three issues.
TABLE I. NOTATION DESCRIPTION
Notation Parameter
n Number of sensors
A” Redefined path loss constant
γ Path loss exponent
Pr,i True measurement (received power) at i
Pm,i True median power at i
σ Standard deviation of shadow fading
Xc Shadow fading correlation distance
Si True shadow fading at i
W Weights vector assigned to sensor measurements
di distance between emitter and i
SM Stochastic Method
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
A. The First Method, SM-1
For convenience, we begin by rewriting the power measured
at the i-th sensor, where we assign dr = 1 m, and we express
Γ as 10γ, where γ is the path loss exponent. We assume,
moreover, that i = 1, .., n where n is the number of sensors
whose measurements are used to predict power at a particular
unmeasured point (point 0). The power received at the i-th
sensor is rewritten as
Pr,i = A+ 10γ log di + Si, i = 1, .., n,
= (A+ Zn) + 10γ log di + (Si − Zn), (10)
where
Zn =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Si. (11)
i.e., Zn is the average of the S-values at the n sensors. The
reason for this reformulation will be made clear shortly.
A general approach to reducing the stochastic method to
practice is as follows:
1) Use the n measured values of Pr,i, along with least
squares estimation (LSE), to estimate A + Zn and γ,
leading to estimates, A
′
and γ
′
, that are imperfect. Due
to the normal distribution of shadow fading values, the
received power is also normally distributed with mean
Pm, the median received power, and variance σ2. In
this case, LSE is equivalent to maximum likelihood
estimation [40].
2) Use the estimates A
′
and γ
′
to estimate the shadow
fading term at each sensor, i.e.,
S
′
i = Pr,i − (A
′
+ 10γ
′
log di). (12)
3) To estimate Pr,0 at point 0, use the equation
P
′
r,0 = A
′
+ 10γ
′
log d0 + S
′
0. (13)
where d0 is the distance from the emitter to point
0, and S
′
0 is a weighted sum over the n estimates,
S
′
1, S
′
2, .., S
′
n. The weights w1, w2, .., wn are the ele-
ments of W , (9).
What we call SM-1 is this three-step approach, which
requires knowing the spatial correlation matrix of shadow
fading; the second reduction method to be discussed later, SM-
2, uses an ad hoc weighting approach that requires no such
knowledge.
The reformulation of the power equation, (10), can now
be explained: Conditioned on the n values of Si, the LSE
algorithm seeks a solution (A
′
, γ
′
) that minimizes the sum
over i of
(∆Pr,i)
2 = [Pr,i − (A′ + 10γ′ log di)]2. (14)
In so doing, it implicitly stipulates that the “noise” components
in the Pr,i-values have a zero sum over i. Thus, it behaves as
though the form of Pr,i is as given in the bottom line of (10),
where the term common to all Pr,i is (A + Zn), hereafter
referred to as A”; and the “noise” for each Pr,i-value is (Si−
Zn), hereafter referred to as S”i . (Note that the sum over i of
S”i is zero.) The application of the LSE algorithm, therefore,
yields A
′
as an approximation to A”, and the n S
′
i-values as
approximations to the S”i -values.
The estimate for received power at point 0 is written as
P
′
r,0 = A
′
+ 10γ
′
log d0 +
∑
i
wiS
′
i . (15)
In view of the above, it can also be written as
P
′
r,0 = A
” + 10γ log d0 +
∑
i
wiS
′
i − δm,0, (16)
where, at any point k,
δm,k = ∆A+ 10∆γ log dk,
∆A = A”−A′ and ∆γ = γ − γ′ . (17)
In Section B of the Appendix, we derive errors ∆A and ∆γ.
Using these results, we can write an expression for (Pr,0 −
P
′
r,0) which is the dB difference at point 0 between the
estimated and actual received power. The result is
∆Pr,0 = Pr,0 − P ′r,0
=
(
δm,0 −
n∑
i=1
wiδm,i
)
+
(
S”0 −
n∑
i=1
wiS
′
i
)
,
(18)
where the first part reflects the total error caused by imperfect
estimation of A” and γ, and the second part is the error due to
imperfect estimation of S”0 = S0−Zn . While the formulation
(9) has involved applying W to S-values, in actuality the
path loss estimation uses S” (see 10). Unfortunately, using the
same formulation for the weights in terms of the correlation
matrix of S” can occasionally lead to problems associated
with an ill-conditioned Cn matrix depending on the geometry.
Thus, to cope with this, one option is to calculate W using
the correlation matrix of S, as in (9), but apply W to S”.
This leads to very little degradation of the SM-1 results when
compared with SM-0 results, as well as with results for other
methods in the literature.
Further solving for ∆Pr,0, we have,
∆Pr,0 = S0 +
n∑
i=1
Si
(
αi log
(
d0∏
j d
wj
j
)
− wi
)
+
n∑
i=1
Si
1−∑
j
wj
(βi − 1
n
) ; j = {1, .., n}
(19)
where
αi =
(∑n
j=1 log dj
)
− n log di
n
∑n
j=1 (log dj)
2 −
(∑n
j=1 log dj
)2 ;
βi =
(log di)
(∑n
j=1 log dj
)
− (1/n)
(∑n
j=1 log dj
)2
n
∑n
j=1 (log dj)
2 −
(∑n
j=1 log dj
)2 .
(20)
∆Pr,0 is seen to be a weighted linear sum of shadow fadings
S1 through Sn at the sensors and S0 at point 0. Therefore,
∆Pr,0 is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable whose RMS
value scales with σ.
B. The Second Method: SM-2
The obvious disadvantage of SM-1 is that the spatial correla-
tion properties of shadow fading, and thus the weighting vector
W , are difficult to estimate in practice. However, the SM-1
analysis allows us to compute best-case bounds on attainable
accuracy for any spatial correlation process. This provides a
benchmark against which to compare less optimal but more
practical schemes. Following the method of [36], where inverse
distance weighting (IDW) is applied to the estimates Si, we
propose the nonparametric weighting function
wi =
y−ν0i∑n
j=1 y
−ν
0j
; i = 1, .., n, (21)
where y0i is the distance from sensor i to point 0. We will
use ν = 1 in our calculations, as [36] shows little variation in
error performance for ν = 1, 2 or 3. Also note that, for any
choice of ν, the n weights add to 1, as in [36], which is not
necessarily true for the weights used in SM-1.
VI. EVALUATION
A. Methodology
For the sake of concreteness, we postulate a particular
geometry, as shown in Fig. 1. In a 3-km x 3-km area, a grid
of sensors are superimposed where the sensors are separated
by distance D = 640 m. The postulated geometry is a typical
coverage area that might be used, e.g., in a cellular network
with a primary emitter (base station), primary clients and
secondary emitters. We will use this geometry to quantify
the accuracy of specific approaches. The proposed approaches
can be scaled to other dimensions and extended to other
geometries2. Towards the objective of building a radio map,
we focus on one of the sensor squares, shown by the shaded
region in Fig. 1, and can apply our methodology to each
square within the large grid. We will compute the RMS
interpolation error at points inside the square by averaging
over the statistical ensemble of shadow fading; we can also
regard this as spatial averaging over all the squares in the grid,
assuming the propagation model is statistically stationary. We
2Another possibility is tessellating hexagons in place of squares, as in
studies of cellular networks
Fig. 1. Problem geometry to be studied. The sensor layout defines a square
grid, with each square having side D. Computations are made for the square
shown shaded, with sensors 1, 2, 3 and 4. Interpolation methods are applied
to points inside the square to estimate received power from the emitter at
location E.
TABLE II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Path loss model 15.3 + 10(3.76) log10 d
(3GPP suggested model [41]) A = 15.3, γ = 3.76
Shadow fading spread σ = 5 dB
Number of sensors n = 4
Length of a side of the square D = 640 m
Assumed coordinates for n sensor (0, 0), (0, 640), (640, 640), (640, 0)
assume that there is an emitter E external to this square area
and all given sensors (here, n = 4) scans the same band, where
each of the sensors measures and reports the received power
from E. We assume the sensor measurements are sufficiently
wideband that the effects of local multipath fading are averaged
out. We continue to assume that the emitter location is known;
later, however, we discuss how the case of unknown location
and/or multiple emitters might be handled.
Here the impact of emitter E at any arbitrary point 0 is
determined by collecting measurements at the n = 4 sensors
surrounding point 0 and applying the proposed interpolation
algorithms - SM-0, SM-1, and SM-2. We evaluate the per-
formance of each algorithm with respect to RMS error as de-
scribed in previous sections. Further, we provide a comparison
of our proposed algorithms with several common interpolation
techniques: Nearest Neighbor (NN), Inverse Distance Weight-
ing (IDW), and Natural Neighbor (NaN). NN is the simplest
interpolation technique where estimation at the point 0 is equal
to the measurement at the sensor nearest to point 0. Both IDW
and NaN provide estimates that are weighted sums of the n
sensor measurements, with the sum of the weights being 1.
For IDW, each weight is based on distance to the sensor; for
NaN, the weights are based on areas, using Voronoi cells [22].
Point 0 can be anywhere inside the square, and we will find
the RMS interpolation error at many such points, specifically,
points on a 64 × 64 array distributed uniformly over the
square. At every one of the 64 × 64 = 4096 points, we will
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Fig. 2. Spatial averages over the square of RMS interpolation error, for
different methods, as a function of D/Xc. Exponential correlation function,
σ = 5 dB and Emitter at E(−100, 0).
obtain the RMS interpolation error by averaging over 10000
realizations (or instances) of [S0, S1, S2, S3, S4]; and then we
will average over the square. The overall spatial average will
be represented by the metric <RMSE>,
< RMSE >=
√∑m
j=1 x
2
j
m
, (22)
where <> in this case denotes a spatial average, and xj is
the RMS error at the j-th point in the 64 × 64 array. Other
simulation parameters are listed in Table II.
B. Effect of Sensor Spacing
The most important parameter of the sensor network design
is the sensor density, e.g., the number of sensors per unit area.
This can also be captured by the nominal spacing between
sensors which, in our problem geometry, Fig. 1, corresponds
to the side of the square, D.
Moreover, the impact of the spacing depends, not on its
absolute value, but on that value relative to the distance
over which shadow fading decorrelates. From (4) (or related
correlation functions), we can use the correlation distance Xc
for this purpose, and examine <RMSE> as a function of
D/Xc. Typically, Xc varies from several meters to a few
hundred meters, depending on the type of terrain [22], [35].
Fig. 2 shows <RMSE> as a function of D/Xc when the
emitter is located at E(−100, 0) with respect to given sensor
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Fig. 3. Spatial distributions of RMS interpolation error over the square, for
the SM family and D/Xc = 1. Exponential correlation function, σ = 5 dB
and Emitter at E(−100, 0).
coordinates (see Table II). Fig. 2(a) compares <RMSE> for
proposed approaches SM-0, SM-1, and SM-2. As expected,
SM-0 provides the lower bound of the estimation error.
We note that error curves of SM-1 overlaps with SM-2,
even though SM-2 lacks knowledge of the spatial correlation
function. Furthermore, Fig. 2(b) shows that SM-2 estimates
received power with the lowest RMS error when compared
with the NN, IDW and NaN methods.
To affirm that <RMSE> is an appropriate metric, we com-
puted the probability density function (pdf) and its associated
cumulative distribution function (CDF) over the m = 4096
array points within the square. Results are shown in Fig. 3 for
the particular case D/Xc = 1. The major finding is the same
for other values of D/Xc as well, namely, that the RMS error
is fairly uniform over the square. From the figure, for example,
we observe for D/Xc = 1 and the three SM approaches, that
the RMS error is within 0.3 dB of <RMSE> at 80% of the
points in the array.
C. Effect of Emitter Location
For the family of SM approaches, the location of the emitter
does not affect the estimate of S0 but can affect the accuracy
in estimating the median, Pm, at a given point. To demonstrate
this impact, Fig. 4 shows plots of <RMSE> vs. D/Xc for two
distinct locations. For the three SM approaches, the impact of
emitter location is seen to be relatively small (see 4(a) and
4(c)); comparing 4(b) and 4(d), we see that the impact on NN,
NaN and IDW is greater. These trends are evident across a
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Fig. 4. Effect of emitter location on <RMSE> vs. D/Xc. Exponential correlation function and σ = 5 dB.
range of emitter locations.
D. Effect of Correlation Function
The shape of the spatial correlation function in (4) is
exponential, but other shapes may prevail, depending on the
topography. To show the robustness of RMS error results to
this shape, we now consider two other cases−
1) Gaussian correlation function: We now consider the
correlation function [42]
cab = σ
2 exp
[
−
(
dab
Xc
)2]
(23)
Comparing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) with Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we see
no substantial difference between the exponential and Gaussian
correlation functions, (4) and (23).These functions can be
considered circular, i.e., in each case, the locus of constant
correlation is a circle. We next consider a correlation function
that depends on direction as well as distance separation.
2) Elliptical correlation function: In this case, the locus of
constant correlation is an ellipse, tilted at some rotation angle
and having unequal major and minor axes. For one possible
case, with a major-to-minor axis ratio of 3.3, we repeated the
computations and obtained the results in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d).
Again, we see no dramatic departure from results for other
correlation functions.
VII. DISCUSSION
This section summarizes the major findings of our study
through the analytical and graphical results for a square layout
of sensors. We note that these findings can be generalized and
scaled to other geometric configurations.
• The ideal stochastic method (SM-0) is identical to Sim-
ple Kriging and gives the lower bound on <RMSE> as
a function of D/Xc. The curve of <RMSE> vs. D/Xc
rises smoothly from (0, 0) and approaches an asymptotic
value equal to σ. This error curve is independent of
emitter location.
• A key attribute of SM-0, SM-1 and SM-2 is that they
estimate the parameters of the median received power,
a consequence of which is that the RMS errors go to 0
as D/Xc goes to 0.
• The RMS error curves for SM-1 and SM-2 are indis-
tinguishable from each other in all cases; thus, using
the nonparametric weighting method of SM-2 incurs
virtually no penalty. For large D/Xc, the errors are
slightly higher than for SM-0; the gap depends on the
geometry of the emitter location, but is never more than
about 0.2σ (1 dB for σ = 5 dB).
• IDW is computationally simpler than NaN, but NaN
yields smaller RMS errors. However, the error curves for
NaN and IDW do not approach 0 as D/Xc approaches
0, in contrast to the SM cases. For both methods, the
error curves are always above those for SM-2.
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Fig. 5. Effect of spatial correlation function on <RMSE> vs. D/Xc. σ = 5 dB and emitter at E(−100, 0).
• The NN method is an outlier in this field of comparison.
While simpler than all others, it is highly sensitive to
emitter location and in some cases produces very large
RMS errors compared to all others.
• SM-2 is much simpler to implement than NaN and
Ideal Kriging (SM-0), and unlike the latter, requires no
knowledge of the spatial correlation function. It also
provides RMS errors that are fairly uniform across the
coverage error.
• The behavior of the SM family of interpolation schemes
is consistently better than IDW, NaN and NN for differ-
ent spatial correlation functions.
Taken together, it appears that SM-2 provides the best trade-
off in terms of computational simplicity, RMSE performance,
and robustness to emitter location, correlation function, and
other network/environment conditions.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The construction of a radio map based on interpolation
from a sparsely deployed set of distributed sensors is a
promising technique for monitoring spectrum usage. The utility
of such a radio map can be extended to applications such as
spectrum policing, network planning and management. The
currently available two weighted-sum methods, IDW and NaN,
have an important ‘robustness’ attribute in addition to not
requiring knowledge of the spatial correlation function: They
also do not require knowledge of the emitter location, or
even knowledge of how many emitters are active; for each
method, the operation is independent of this information. In
the case of a single emitter of known location, the proposed
stochastic methods (SM) can estimate path loss parameters to
gain an advantage, and the result has been shown to be lower
RMS errors in interpolating radio power. Notably, the practical
approach SM-2 has low error in comparison with NaN and
IDW when D/Xc ranges between 0 and 1 and has consistent
RMS error irrespective of the emitter location. For the most
part, however, either IDW or NaN can be used as backup
interpolation methods whenever the single-emitter location, or
number of emitters, is unknown. The opportunities suggested
by this observation are worthy of further study.
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APPENDIX
A. Equivalence of SM-0 and Kriging
Kriging is a spatially optimal linear predictor that involves
weighted averaging of samples to arrive at an estimate. Weights
for Kriging are chosen according to the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE), which yields weights that depend upon the
locations of sensors used in the prediction process and on
the covariannce among them. Kriging is widely studied and
reported in the literature [7], [12], [27], [43], [44] for different
interpolation applications, and there are three main variations
in the literature: (1) Simple Kriging, (2) Ordinary Kriging, and
(3) Universal Kriging.
In our application, for the ideal case with known A and γ,
we will consider simple Kriging, for which the mean of the
random process is assumed to be known. The optimal received
power estimation at arbitrary point 0, Z∗(Pr,0), is given by
Z∗(Pr,0) = cT0C
−1
n Pr + (1− cT0C−1n 1)µ, (24)
which parallels eq. (7) in Cressies tutorial paper, [7], with the
following notational changes: The arbitrary point s0 (point 0
in this paper) in eq. (7) of [7] is replaced by Pr,0, the received
power being estimated at that point; c is replaced by cT0 ; C
is replaced by Cn; and Z is replaced by Pr, which is an
n × 1 vector of the powers measured at sensors 1, 2, .., n. In
addition, Cressies formulation assumes a bias term, µ, which is
uniform throughout space, while our ‘bias term is the median
path loss (of the form A+10γ log(di)), which differs at every
point i. To accommodate this difference, we can rewrite (24)
as follows:
Z∗(Pr,0) = cT0C
−1
n Pr + (Pm,0 − cT0C−1n Pm), (25)
where Pm,0 is the median received power at point 0; and Pm
is an n× 1 vector of the median powers at sensors 1, 2, ..n.
Since Pr = Pm + S, straightforward expansion of (25)
yields
Z∗(Pr,0) = Pm,0 + cT0C
−1
n S. (26)
From eqs. (6) and (8) in the current paper, we see that this
estimate differs from the true value of Pr,0 by just σ0u. Thus,
the mean-square error is σ20 , (8), just as in our analysis of SM-
0. We conclude that Simple Kriging and SM-0 yield equivalent
(and minimum) results for mean-square estimation error.
B. Estimation of A and γ
To estimate values A” and γ in (10), Least-Square Estima-
tion (LSE) assumes functional approximations as
P
′
= A
′
+ 10γ
′
log10 d (27)
where P
′
is estimated received power vector of P
′
1, .., P
′
n; and
estimated values A
′
and γ
′
minimize the squared distance of
‖P − P ′‖ where P is a vector of P1, .., Pn.
Using LSE, solving for A
′
and γ
′
and using expression
Pi = A” + 10γ log di + S
”
i , we get
∆γ =γ − γ′ =
∑n
i=1 Si log
∏n
j=1 dj
dni
10n
∑n
i=1(log di)
2 − 10(log∏ni=1 di)2 ,
∆A =A−A′
=
∑n
i=1 Si
(
log di(
∏n
j=1 dj)−
∑n
j=1(log dj)
2
)
n
∑n
i=1(log di)
2 − (log∏ni=1 di)2 ,
(28)
where both ∆A and ∆γ are a linear sum of shadow fading at
the sensor with constant coefficient terms that are functions of
distance, di, between emitter and sensor i.
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